
Marking in my book to help me improve 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

When I work with a teacher, they draw two blue 
stick people (or a blue dot) in my book. I get 

feedback during the lesson. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

When I work with another adult, they draw two 
red stick people (or a red dot). I get feedback 

during the lesson. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

When I by myself, I draw a green stick person (or a 
green dot). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

My teacher stamps my book with a blue stamp 
when I have achieved the learning objective. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

My teacher stamps my book with a red stamp 
when I need to do some more learning on the 

learning objective.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
My teacher will highlight the part of my work I 

need to look at, improve or correct. 
I will to respond to this and improve my work. In 

writing, the main outcome will not show any 
yellow highlighting so that I can edit my work 

independently. 

Green highlighting My teacher will use green highlighting to show 
that I have met any of my Year Group Learning 

Objectives. In writing, it will be used for the main 
outcome. 

 
 

DYU 
 

In Maths, my teacher will highlight in blue when I 
have achieved the DYU 

Supply 
 

Supply teachers write ‘supply’ in my book to show 
that they have worked with my class during this 

lesson 
 



 

Marking code – additional information for staff. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

When I work with a teacher, 
they draw two blue stick 

people (or a blue dot) in my 
book. I get feedback during 

the lesson. 

The stick people/dots will show the journey of the 
learning. If a child is supported by an adult during the 

lesson and then completes work independently the first 
part of the work should have a red/blue dot/stick man 

and then the independent learning with be shown 
through the green dot/stick man. If the adult then 

returns to support the child a blue/red symbol should 
then be shown. 

 
Green dots/stick men will show learning that is 

independent and will be the learning that teachers will 
use of form their assessment judgements. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

When I work with another 
adult, they draw two red 

stick people (or a red dot). I 
get feedback during the 

lesson. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

When I work by myself, I 
draw a green stick person (or 

a green dot). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

My teacher stamps my book 
with a blue stamp when I 

have achieved the learning 
objective. 

The blue stamp will show that the child has achieved the 
learning objective for the lesson. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

My teacher stamps my book 
with a red stamp when I 
need to do some more 
learning on the learning 

objective. 

The red stamp will show that the child has not fully 
achieved the lesson’s learning objective. Teachers should 
respond to this by planning additional learning that will 
support the child’s development, development of this 
learning will need to be evident within books and the 
blue stamp will be used when it has been achieved. 

 
 
 

 
My teacher will highlight the 

part of my work I need to 
look at and improve. 

I will to respond to this and 
improve my work. 

Work will be highlighted in yellow to show where errors 
need to be corrected Year group related expectations 

such as in spelling and grammar will also be highlighted 
for the children to correct. In writing, yellow highlighting 

should NOT be used for the main outcome so that the 
children have the opportunity to independently edit their 

work. 

Green highlighting My teacher will use green 
highlighting to show that I 
have met any of my Year 

Group Learning Objectives. 
In writing, it will be used for 

the main outcome. 

Work will be highlighted in green to show where any year 
group objective has been met. In writing, green 

highlighting should ONLY be used for the main outcome. 

 

DYU 
In Maths, my teacher will 

highlight in blue when I have 
achieved the DYU 

If the child has achieved the DYU, ‘DYU’ will be 
highlighted in blue so that learning can be tracked. 

Supply 
 

Supply teachers write 
‘supply’ in my book to  
show that they have worked 
with my class during this 
lesson 

Supply teachers to use the marking codes as well as 
writing ‘supply’. 

 


